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ABSTRACT

Support Vector Machine (SVM) has been shown to be an effective learning algorithm for classification and prediction. However, the application of SVM for prediction and classification in specific sport has rarely been used to quantify/discriminate low and high-performance athletes. The present study classified and predicted high and low-potential archers from a set of fitness and motor ability variables trained on different SVMs kernel algorithms.

50 youth archers with the mean age and standard deviation of 17.0 ± 0.6 years drawn from various archery programmes completed a six arrows shooting score test. Standard fitness and ability measurements namely hand grip, vertical jump, standing broad jump, static balance, upper muscle strength and the core muscle strength were also recorded. Hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis (HACA) was used to cluster the archers based on the performance variables tested. SVM models with linear, quadratic, cubic, fine RBF, medium RBF, as well as the coarse RBF kernel functions, were trained based on the measured performance variables.

The HACA clustered the archers into high-potential archers (HPA) and low-potential archers (LPA), respectively. The linear, quadratic, cubic, as well as the medium RBF kernel functions models, demonstrated reasonably excellent classification accuracy of 97.5% and 2.5% error rate for the prediction of the HPA and the LPA.

The findings of this investigation can be valuable to coaches and sports managers to recognise high potential athletes from a combination of the selected few measured fitness and motor ability performance variables examined which would consequently save cost, time and effort during talent identification programme.

1. Introduction

Archery is a fine and gross motor skill sport, wherein a success is defined by the capacity to shoot a target repeatedly with tremendous precision and accuracy. It has been stated that to achieve victory in the sport, an optimum level of physical fitness and motor ability are required (Musa, Abdullah, Maliki, Kosni, & Haque, 2016). Previous findings documented that the mastery of specific physical fitness and motor skill variables such as core body strength, upper body strength, hand grip, leg power and static balance could have a desirable outcome to the performance of the particular sport (Ertan, Kentel, Tümer, & Korkusuz, 2003; Martin, Spenst, ...